
National Chiayi University Vehicle Regulation

Article I Maintenance of campus traffic order, provide security, peace of teaching and

learning environment, setting vehicle management practices of National Chiayi

University.

ArticleⅡ The term means a vehicle management of standardized campus vehicle access,

parking and violations processing, transaction management refers to the rules of

non-traffic management.

ArticleⅢ Vehicle access requirements：

1. The official car, limousines and Official duties cars（as Post vehicles、fire-fighting

vehicle、ambulance、Engineering wrecking car  and so on） could free to enter or out

of school, if no special provisions for other vehicles，entering and out of school with

permits.

2. The permit should only for per person, per v ehicle with one.。Traffic

Management Committee a llocate all kinds of vehicle’s permit. The campus security guard

handle the process, and General Affairs Section、Discipline Section、Extension and

Continuing Education Division hand out， Charges based on the school parking fee

standard（as attachment）。

3. Others unit of full-time employee in the school（including active center,

restaurant contractor of dormitory , convenience shop staff and so on），the manager

should apply temporary permit from campus security guard, charged the permit nominal

fee.

4. Coming school for official contact, visit and construction, should registration on

security Room, valid documents in exchange for permits before they can enter the campus.

5. As holding activities or conference  period could access, as mini-conference

should enter school with meeting notice. And the meeting notice should put on

prominent place. Followed the parking regulation.

6. To issue vehicle permits from school, but does not have the responsibility to

keep vehicles and property.

7. We reserve the pass title, and may, in accordance with these regulations

recovered or written off。

8. The permit is only for original applicants and its car, use required.  Forgery,

fraudulent use, theft, or lent by invalid, offenders are he ld accountable.

9. If passes lost, the original applicant should apply for replacement to traffic

management committee.

10. School facilities loan, the borrowing unit according to the nature and number

of participants to use their parking spaces required t o be considered by the

General Affairs Office, approved the case and, if necessary, may establish a

temporary parking spaces.

11. Set rental cars and motorcycles into the school management plan：(1)

Applying for vehicle permits should be informed in advance for the rental of
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vehicles.(2) Vehicle Administration will make special acrylic license lease

vehicles a prominent place to place vehicles in order to check.(3) Vehicle

Administration will be updated weekly rental cars and motorcycles license plate

numbers to keep a record sent to guard each campus to check.
ArticleⅣ Vehicle traffic and parking regulations：

1. Vehicles were subject to the types of parking permit in the appropriate

parking spaces in the appropriate, the speed limited to 25 kilometers，vehicle

permit should take nominal fee.

2. Car parking spaces, including: Public parking spaces, temporary parking

spaces, handicapped parking spaces, staff parking and general parking (first

come first use principle).

3. Motorcycle parking spaces, including: handicapped parking spaces, staff

parking and student police parking spaces (police and staff could use).

4. Bicycle parking area by marking.

ArticleⅤ Violation Processing:

1. Members of the campus guard in handling the violations, The violations

denounced by a triple-type penalties to deal with, and took photos as

evidence.

2. If not park in the parking sign place, not put the permit on appropriate place,

both will take violation inform.

3. Vehicles traveling forbidding region by the camera as proof, the issuance

of penalties to denounce a single treatment.

4. And out of school who ride motorcycles without wearing helmets, were

discovered to informers are issued penalties to a single address.

5. Violators, according to the following standards or to pay penalties to doe

school services (Alternatively to executive):(1)  Penalties：a.car: 300 NT

dollars. b. motorcycle：100 NT dollars. c. bicycle：30 NT dollars. (2)School

services: 1.Car:4 hrs. 2. Motorcycle:2 hrs.3. bicycle:1 hrs.

6. Violation penalties to owners should be received within two weeks alone

denounce, on their own to the post office and pay a fine or complete the

love of school-based services. Staff unpaid, then as if from the second

month agreed to pay the withholding; temporary staff are informed of its

unit in charge of calls; non-payment of penalties to the student, have paid a

fine or completion of school services, love may begin only after the

completion times semester, school registration or handling p rocedures.

7. Owners of the content on penalties to denounce one has objections, shall

within one month from the date of informers, to respond in writing to the

Transport Committee inquiry, as if to give up late on the treatment results

are still not satisfied, they can appeal to the University Appeals Board .

8. School district does not recognize the illegal vehicles in order to place lock or towing

handle, plus the cost unlock car NT 300 dollars, NT 100 dollars locomotive, towing



costs for NT 1000, motorcycles NT 300 dollars, the owner paid required violation

fines and unlock or start to release the towing fee.

9. Penalties to the same informant alone vehicle violation issued a position of principle

of a day, when a serious violation (such as obstruction of traffic ), that is, the towing

handle; students or bad attitude against those who refused to accept, the transfer of

Student Affairs in accordance with school regulations handling.

10. Into the campus steam locomotive used vehicle passes, if any forgery, fraudulent us e,

theft and lend those who may be confiscated on the spot, then pass the cost recovered,

and punished according to school regulations, or brought to justice.

11. Vehicle parking spaces occupied a long time (frame), by posting notice in a prominent

place on the body, overdue pending, shall be considered waste disposal.

12. Mobility due to short-term, apply to motorcycle travel in schools who entered the

school issued to temporary disability permit holders if the speed limit driving or

performing the required parking, a move made by the immediate recovery, and may

not apply.

ArticleⅥ The approach adopted by the Executive Council, after being approved president of the

University could implement.


